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Xpath Injection

Xpath is a query language for selecting nodes from an XML documents by using an
addressing syntax based on a path through the document’s logical structure or hierarchy.
Xpath also allows the programmer to deal with the document at a higher level of
abstraction.
Xpath injection attacks occur when a web site uses user-supplied information to construct
an Xpath query for XML data. This can be done by bypassing the website authentication
system and extracting the structure of one or more XML documents in the site.
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Xpath Injection
The principle of Xpath injection is very similar to SQL injection. The only difference
between these attacks is that Xpath injection uses an XML file for data storage instead of
a database.
To get data from an XML file is to use a special query language called Xpath.
An attacker can get, modify or delete anything stored in the given XML file.
Types of Xpath Injection
1) Blind Xpath injection
2) Advanced Xpath injection
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Xpath Injection
In XPath injection, when a malicious user can insert arbitrary XPath code into the form
fields and URL query parameters in order to inject this code directly into the XPath query
parser engine. Doing so would allow a malicious user to bypass authentication (if an XMLbased authentication system is used) or to access restricted data from the XML data
source.
Consider an application that uses XML database to authenticate its users. The
application retrieves the user id and password from a request and forms an XPath
expression to query the database.
An attacker can successfully bypass authentication and login without

valid

credentials through XPath injection. Improper validation of user-controlled input and use
of a non-parameter XPath expression enable the attacker to injection an XPath
expression that causes authentication bypass.
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Example of Xpath Injection
That a developer stores authentication data in an XML file with the following structure:
…
<user>
<name>UserName</UserName>
<password>Password</password>
</user>
…
On authentication, the developer builds an Xpath expression this way:
string//user

[name/text()=’”txtUserName.Text”’

and

password/text()=’”

txtPassword.Text”’])
The txtUserName and txtPassword variables are standard ASPx textboxes. When the
attacker inserts an expression with an apostrophe (‘) to one of the textboxes, the attacker
terminates the string and is able to write his own Xpath expression.
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Prevent Xpath Injection

The common ways to prevent Xpath injections are strong input validation, use of
parameterized Xpath queries and use of custom error. So, the developer has to ensure
that the application does accept only legitimate input and another way is use
parameterized queries to prevent Xpath injection. These methods are not consistent to
prevent Xpath injection in web applications.
A new approach for effective detection of Xpath injection vulnerabilities by schema based
validation of the user input that are provided to the web applications.
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About TheWeborion
WebOrion™ – Trusted brand since 2012 for Cyber Security
Our experts convert ideas into reality and add value to our customers by providing quality Cyber
Security solutions.
We thrive in providing security to all types of applications focusing on preventing cyber attacks and
data clean-up after cyber incident.
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